
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Hiding Resource Sharing 

When No Lender Exists  



 
 

The Requirement  
 

To facilitate the requirement for the resource sharing request link only to appear when the items are 

not available at the home library, and are belonging to a requestable location in the Lending 

Institution, two display logic rule can be defined. 

 

The described solution is based on a NZ Primo being used for resource sharing requests. 

 

Availability Rule 
The first rule deals with the availability at the home institution.  

To stop the resource sharing request link from appearing if the item is available at the home 

Institution a display logic rule can be defined as follows: 

Fulfillment configuration  Discovery Interface Display Logic  Display Logic Rules: 

Hide service Resource sharing Request with Availability by the institution = true 
 

This prevents the display of the link where copies are available. 

If an institution would prefer that this check is not enabled for multi-volume/serials titles, the 

Fulfillment Configuration  General  Other Settings 

check_self_ownership_serial should be set to False. 

 

The default setting is True and this means that any available copy of a serial title will stop the display 

of the resource sharing link. 

 

‘Hide’ Service 
Where items in the Lending institution belong to a non-requestable location, the resource sharing 

request link should not be displayed. 

As it is possible for multiple institutions to hold the items, you can put in place a check on the items 

location codes and as a result can control the display of the link based on these codes. 

This check requires configuration both on the Alma and Primo sides. 

Within Primo a new normalization rule can be added to the Network set of Normalization rules on 

the NZ Primo environment  

The new rule can be added to the addata section of the PNX. This normalization rule checks the 

content of the location and if it is a requestable location, it populates the addata:inst field with the 

location code. The rule reads a mapping table to check for the requestable locations. 

The rule is defined as follows: 

 



 
 

 

 

The mapping table defined as follows: 

 

 

 

Resulting PNX sections: 



 
 

 

 

Once the addata:inst field is built, it has to be sent to Alma to allow Alma to be able to check it. To 

allow this, the field is added to the GetIt template so that it is sent as part of the OpenURL to Alma. 

This has been added for the template on the Institutional Primo Back Office, which controls the 

Front End display and the delivery information: 

 

 

 

 

 

{{api_base}}/view/uresolver/{{alma_institution}}/openurl{{alma_campus_code}}?ctx_enc=info:ofi

/enc:UTF-8&ctx_id=10_1&ctx_tim={{timestamp}}&ctx_ver=Z39.88-

2004&url_ctx_fmt=info:ofi/fmt:kev:mtx:ctx&url_ver=Z39.88-

2004&rfr_id={{control/sourceid}}&req_id={{pds_handle}}&ctx_id={{addata/contextobjectid}}&{{a



 
 

ddata/contextobject}}&rft_dat=language={{language}},view={{view}}&svc_dat=getit&svc.profile=

getit&rft.inst={{addata/inst}} 

This then sends the value of the inst to Alma for checking. Based on the mapping table, no inst field 

will be created if the location is non-requestable. If no location is received Alma will not show the 

resource sharing link. 

The configuration for the checking and presentation or suppression of the link on the Alma side is 

controlled by the use of a General Electronic Service and Display Logic Rule. 

The General Electronic Service is called ‘Hide’. It is defined around the presence or absence of the 

inst field. No inst field means no requestable locations and therefore the Hide service is invoked. The 

presence of an inst field means that there is a requestable location and therefore Hide service is not 

invoked (false) 

Hide is defined as follows: 

Fulfillment configuration  Discovery Interface Display Logic  General Electronic Services: 

 

Service Availability Rules: 



 
 

 

Default Rule: 

 

If Hide is True, then the display logic will stop the display of the resource sharing request link.  

The logic rule that will do this is: 

Fulfillment configuration  Discovery Interface Display Logic  Display Logic Rules: 

 

This rule should sit after the availability check rule in the list of Display Logic Rules. 

 


